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Introduction to Retrieval Practice

‘Retrieval is a robust, reliable, and straightforward principle derived from decades of 
research by cognitive psychologists. 

The “practice” in retrieval practice is engaging in retrieval multiple times, particularly in 
the context of learning. 

When students frequently retrieve what they know – compared to re-reading a 
textbook chapter, for instance – long-term learning and retention of information 

improves’
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• "Retrieval practice boosts learning by pulling 

information out of students’ heads, rather than 

cramming information into students’ heads.

• Retrieval practice is a learning strategy, not an 

assessment strategy.“

• Retrieval practice helps students “use it or lose it,” just 

like practicing a language or an instrument

• With retrieval practice, struggling is a good thing for 

learning (“desirable difficulty”)

• Retrieval practice improves students’ understanding of 

their own learning process (“metacognition”)



Why practice retrieval?

• Information stored in the short term memory is only kept for 18-30s on average

• Retrieval practice forms a much deeper level of learning and understanding 

through strengthening neural pathways in the brain

• Allows pupils to experience and become used to the feeling of making mistakes 

and uncovering gaps in their knowledge that they should work on further

• For many pupils this reduces their stress in exams as with continued spacing and

practice, pupils become more confident with their learning.



Spacing and Interleaving

Two of the most important parts of retrieval practice!

• spacing (studying small chunks, regularly i.e not 

cramming (surprise, surprise!)

• interleaving (taking lots of different topics and 

retrieving the information together)



Revision Clock



Revision Clock Technique

Revision clock

∙ Split paper into 12 segments, like a clock face.

∙ Write down the different questions or subtopics that you can be asked about as part of 
this unit of work. 

∙ Take two colours of pens. Using your first pen, spend 4 minutes (or any time you wish) 
completing each segment of your clock from memory.

∙ Check your notes and then take your second colour of pen. Add in any additional 
information you missed first time round. focus on what you didn’t know.

∙ Combine this activity with images.

∙ Maintain focus at home by setting phone timers.







Student uses red pen 
for areas they had to 
look up or correct.



Picture Prompts



Retrieval Practice – Picture Prompt

Each icon and image will be a prompt for the students to write or type what they 
can remember from memory.

This task supports students to be more specific with their recall knowledge.

The below sheet can be altered with subject specific icons.

Instructions

Motives for going on a Crusade (History)

PESTEC Analysis (Business Management)

Examplars





new legislation

inflation and unemployment

changes in taste and fashion or the increase in spending 
power of one group, for example, older people

For example, being able to sell goods online or 
using automation in factories

weather conditions affecting sales or production and growing 
interest in being ‘green’ , for example by recycling

Impact of a rival firm which may have a similar 
product or which may lower its prices



Brain Dump



A brain dump is very simply when you write down 

everything you can remember about a topic in a given 

length of time.

This can be a short activity lasting as little as 5 minutes 

and is a chance for learners to show what they know. 



Write everything you can remember about….



Now it’s your turn….

• You will each be give a brain 

dump template. 

• You will have 2 minutes to 

write down everything you 

know about the TV program 

Friends



Write everything you can remember about….

Friends is an American television sitcom created 

by David Crane and Marta Kauffman, 

which aired on NBC from September 22, 1994, 

to May 6, 2004, lasting ten seasons. 

With an ensemble cast starring Jennifer 

Aniston, Courteney Cox, Lisa Kudrow, Matt 

LeBlanc, Matthew Perry and David Schwimmer, 

the show revolves around six friends in their 20s 

and 30s who live in Manhattan, New York City. 

The original executive producers were Kevin S. 

Bright, Kauffman, and Crane.

How 

you 

doin?

London 

baby…

The one 

with the..
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